UNPACKING

1. Thoroughly inspect the fixture for freight damage. Freight damage should be reported to the delivery carrier.

MOUNTING USING 3/4” PLUG IN THE BACK

1. Remove the four screws attaching the lens diffuser to fixture and set the screws and lens aside.

2. Remove the screws attaching the housing cover to housing and set aside.

3. Fixture is best mounted by drilling through back of fixture securing it to the mounting surface using the appropriate mounting hardware for the surface. Mounting hardware supplied by others. When drilling holes do not drill within 1/4” (6mm) from edges of fixture. All unused holes must be plugged. Waterproof silicone will ensure a tight seal.

4. Route the incoming power and ground leads through the hole located in the center of the back of the fixture and through the opening on the side of the LED Array mounting post.

5. Replace the housing cover and lens diffuser. Make sure no wires are pinched when replacing parts.

NOTE

Fixture can also be pendant mounted by threading the customer supplied pendant.
MOUNTING USING 1/2” PLUG IN THE SIDE

1. Remove the four screws attaching the lens diffuser to the fixture and set the screws and lens aside.

2. Remove the screws attaching the housing cover to the housing and set aside.

3. Fixture is best mounted by drilling through back of fixture securing it to the mounting surface using the appropriate mounting hardware for the surface. Mounting hardware supplied by others. When drilling holes do not drill within 1/4” (6mm) from edges of fixture. All unused holes must be plugged. Waterproof silicone will ensure a tight seal.

4. Remove 1/2” plug from direction you intend to feed conduit. Complete the wiring to the incoming power and ground (refer to “Fixture Wiring” section).

5. Replace the housing cover and lens diffuser. Make sure no wires are pinched when replacing parts.